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Recent conversations about patent policy are increasingly incorporating themes of national security. In particular, the national security dimensions of “races” against technological superpowers such as China, in fields such as artificial intelligence (AI), fifth-generation (5G) mobile communications networks, and quantum computing, has given rise to a national dialogue on spurring domestic innovation, a dialogue into which patents naturally fit. As a result, national security has made a notable appearance in recent key patent policy situations, including the patent subject matter eligibility hearings in the Senate, the Apple–Qualcomm–Federal Trade Commission litigation over patents and antitrust, and the Verizon–Huawei patent licensing dispute. Many of these situations have given rise to an intuitively attractive though simplistic argument: If national security depends on rapid innovation and patents encourage innovation, then stronger patent protection enhances national security.

This Article challenges this logic on the relationship between patents and national security, in particular by considering that relationship from the lens of competition. It first turns to history, reviewing several instances in which patent protection has clashed with national security interests. These historical instances, which include pre–World War I torpedo development, the birth of the aviation industry, and post-9/11 bioterrorism responses, demonstrate how the competition-suppressing effects of aggressive patent

---

assertion can diminish national security. Second, this Article considers the effects of diminished competition on cybersecurity, a critical component of modern national security. Economic research shows that competition can enhance cybersecurity, and thus patent-based limits on competition can weaken cybersecurity, both by generating economic incentives to make more secure products and by preventing the formation of technology “monocultures.” These historical and contemporary competition considerations thus lend to policy that balance patent incentives and the value of competition to drive forward security-sensitive technological development.
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INTRODUCTION

It was certainly an odd thing for the Department of Justice attorney arguing for the United States to appear before the Ninth Circuit to tell the appellate judges that a federal agency was wrong. This was what happened in a Federal Trade Commission enforcement action against Qualcomm Inc., a semiconductor technology company. As a substantial holder of patents on mobile communications technologies and also a leading manufacturer of chips used in that same industry, the FTC charged Qualcomm with anticompetitive conduct; the district court agreed and enjoined Qualcomm from certain patent licensing practices. It was that award of injunctive relief which led the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice to oppose its administrative counterpart, arguing among other things that the injunction had been improvidently granted in view of the public interest.

Yet as unexpected as the executive branch infighting alone might have been, the grounds for the Justice Department’s objection was perhaps unexpected as well. In justifying how the public interest disfavored a remedy on patent licensing, the department reached to a rationale that ordinarily would seem to have nothing to do with patents: national security. By limiting Qualcomm’s ability to license its patents, the department argued, the injunction would result in “diminishment of Qualcomm’s competitiveness” and thus “could harm U.S. national security.”

The Department of Justice has not been alone in drawing a tie between patent policy and national security. Recently, this tie has come up in multiple discussions of patent policy, ranging from hearings on patent subject matter eligibility to patent adjudication before the U.S. International Trade Commission. In those contexts, the Justice Department and many others have advanced a seemingly simple logical argument on how patents implicate national security. It is generally accepted that American national security depends on rapid innovation in certain security-sensitive technologies, such as artificial intelligence and telecommunications. It is also generally accepted that patent protection, being a valuable right granted to inventors, provides an

---

2 See Oral argument at 18:13, Qualcomm, No. 19-16122 (9th Cir. Feb. 13, 2020), https://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/media/view_video.php?pk_vid=0000017078 (Rawlinson, J.) (“We have two parts of the government here today; that’s really . . . interesting.”).
3 See generally id.
5 See Brief of the United States of America as Amicus Curiae in Support of Appellant and Vacatur at 29–34, Qualcomm, No. 19-16122 (Aug. 30, 2019), Doc. No. 86 [hereinafter Qualcomm DOJ Amicus Brief].
6 See id. at 6, 32.
7 Id. at 32; see infra notes 74–87.
8 See generally infra Part I (summarizing recent developments relating to patents and national security).
9 See infra notes 18–28.
economic stimulus for innovation.\(^\text{10}\) Therefore, maintaining patent protection or even strengthening it ought to further national security; limiting patent rights would conversely “harm U.S. national security” as the Justice Department put it.\(^\text{11}\)

This syllogistic equating of patent protection and national security, though perhaps initially attractive, appears on closer inspection to be overly simplistic. The purpose of this Article is to challenge this line of reasoning, showing that patent rights, and in particular unbridled assertion of patents, can impair and repeatedly has impaired national security interests. It reaches this conclusion by considering patents and national security through the lens of competition. Patents by definition suppress competition to some degree,\(^\text{12}\) so insofar as competition can enhance national security in certain ways, patents can diminish national security when used or licensed in particularly aggressive ways. To establish the relationship between patents and national security, then, this Article also contemplates how competition relates to national security.

The Article proceeds as follows. Part II reviews how patent policy has recently intersected with national security. It first explains the primary basis for relating innovation policy generally with national security, namely ongoing technological “races” in security-sensitive technologies. It then discusses recent events that have given rise to interest in and arguments over how patent law and policy can affect national security interests, particularly those relating to the aforementioned technology races, and identifies the appearance of the syllogistic argument that patent protection uniformly increases national security.

The remainder of the Article interrogates the syllogistic argument, primarily on two fronts. Part II takes a historical perspective, considering three past anecdotes in which patents have run headlong into national security.\(^\text{13}\) While each of the three examples—torpedo development prior to World War I, patent licensing in early aviation, and bioterrorism threats following the September 11th attacks—offers unique insights and lessons (plus an unexpected factoid on *The Sound of Music*\(^\text{14}\)), the common thread is that aggressive assertion and licensing of patents, by creating an environment devoid of competition, can stymie important government interests in national defense and security. Part III considers cybersecurity, which is closely tied to

\(^{10}\) See, e.g., Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp., 416 U.S. 470, 480 (1974) (“The patent laws promote this progress by offering a right of exclusion for a limited period as an incentive to inventors to risk the often enormous costs in terms of time, research, and development.”).

\(^{11}\) Qualcomm DOJ Amicus Brief, *supra* note 5, at 32.

\(^{12}\) See, e.g., Lear, Inc. v. Adkins, 395 U.S. 653, 663 (1969) (“[T]he grant of monopoly power to a patent owner constituted a limited exception to the general federal policy favoring free competition.”).

\(^{13}\) See infra Part II.

\(^{14}\) See infra Part II.A.
national security.\textsuperscript{15} Reviewing economic and computer science research, Part III identifies two reasons why competition enhances cybersecurity: Competition encourages firms to improve cybersecurity as a market-driven value-add, and it prevents the formation of single-vendor “monocultures” of technology that have been shown to be especially susceptible to cyberattacks.

Tying any policy field to national security is consequential, because “to securitize an activity or state-of-affairs is to present it as an urgent, imminent, extensive, and existential threat” to the nation at large, thereby justifying “extraordinary responses” that “typically involve bending rules of normal governance.”\textsuperscript{16} That is no less true for patent policy: The risk of overly simplistic approach to how patents affect national security could easily be to justify unwarranted expansions of patent protection that could end up undermining the very object sought to be achieved. Accordingly, Part IV offers policy recommendations on how best to address the more nuanced relationship between patents and national security, especially in view of effects on competition.\textsuperscript{17}

I. FACETS OF THE CURRENT DEBATE

National security is increasingly a component of debates over patent and competition policy. This section describes several contexts in which national security has come up in this debate.

A. The Race to 5G (and AI, and Quantum Computing)

The backdrop to many of the ties between national security and patent policy has been a number of technology “races” with foreign nations, most notably China. In recent years, China has made significant strides toward positioning itself as a leader in a number of important future technologies.\textsuperscript{18} The government’s 2015 report Made in China 2025 identified several key technology fields, including pharmaceuticals, aerospace, information technology, and robotics, in which the Chinese government intended to make strategic pushes through policy and funding.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{15} See infra Part III.
\textsuperscript{17} See infra Part IV.
At least two of these technology areas have raised the eyebrows of national security experts: 5G and artificial intelligence. The former, which relates to new (5th-Generation) wireless telecommunications protocols under development, has led to conversations about the “Race to 5G” between the United States and China. While the concept of a “race” is obviously metaphorical—there is no defined finish line, among other things—there certainly are national security concerns arising from 5G development.

Because the technology enables a vastly larger and different class of devices to enter the wireless ecosystem, 5G presents new issues of cybersecurity and also potentially far-reaching military applications. Furthermore, the protocols of 5G systems are set in international multistakeholder standard-setting consortia, meaning that the nation who has the lead in developing aspects of 5G technology will have an advantage during the standard-setting process. It is for these reasons that national security experts warn that “the United States and its allies cannot fall substantially behind China in 5G implementation.”

Artificial intelligence has given rise to similar concerns, with experts worrying that China’s massive investments in AI research could lead the country to possess superior computer software technologies, possibly tied to military applications. And lest it be thought that the United States is in only two races, commentators have also pointed to a race for “quantum supremacy,” relating to an advanced computing technology with the potential

---

23 See Brake, supra note 22, at 20.
26 Baker, supra note 24.
for breaking modern encryption. The ongoing competition for technical superiority between the United States and China, in multiple fields, thus has important national security implications.

Amidst this dialogue has been a concern about whether national security concerns are masking domestic economic protectionism. When the Trump Administration instituted tariffs on steel and aluminum imports, for example, the proffered justification was that steel and aluminum manufacturing implicated national security because domestic steel industries were necessary for fabricating weapons, manufacturing military vehicles such as aircraft and ships, and building critical infrastructure. But commentators noted that the justification was questionable in view of the facts, and wondered whether the tariffs were in fact no more than a license for existing domestic incumbents to keep their prices high.

China has also been accused of “intellectual property theft,” referring to industrial espionage practices, and “forced technology transfer,” in which the government requires disclosure of trade secrets as a condition for doing business in China. These practices do not relate to patents, nor could they given that patents are published for anyone to read. While there are no

---

32 See Lee, supra note 31, at 183–84; cf. Debora Halfert, Intellectual Property Theft and National Security: Agendas and Assumptions, 32 INFO. SOC’y 256, 260 (2016) (noting government’s and commentators’ failure to “delve into the technical differences between intellectual property regimes such as copyright, patent, trademark, and trade secrets” when considering intellectual property “theft”). There are some, even within the government, that have classified among China’s misappropriations of U.S. technologies the practice of “systematic, large-scale, open-source collection operations” including “analyzing patents.” See WHITE HOUSE OFFICE OF TRADE & MFG. POLICY, HOW CHINA’S ECONOMIC AGGRESSION THREATENS THE TECHNOLOGIES AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE WORLD 13 (June 2018), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/FINAL-
doubts that national security implications exist for espionage, they are distinct from any patent-specific concerns and thus not the subject of this Article.

In large part, concerns over China’s relevant innovation practices in 5G, AI, and other such fields stem from China’s practice of choosing “national champions,” which include firms that the state heavily subsidizes or even partially controls in order to bolster the chances that those firms succeed in the global market.33 In the telecommunications space, for example, Chinese phone manufacturer Huawei is largely understood to be heavily funded and managed by the state.34 That China and other nations sponsor these national champions in technologies has forced American companies and policymakers to think carefully about how to respond to this form of state-backed competition.35

B. Patent Eligibility of Artificial Intelligence

The national security concerns about these technology races lend to an easy, if simplistic, argument: If patents provide incentives for innovation, then increasing patent protection will increase national security by propelling innovation in technologies such as artificial intelligence and 5G. That argument has been made multiple times recently, most notably in the context of legislation over patentable subject matter eligibility.

Eligibility is one of the requirements for an invention to be patentable in the United States. Under 35 U.S.C. § 101, a patent may issue for “any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof.”36 While that language standing alone appears expansive, courts have interpreted that statute to embody several historical restrictions on the patentability of certain subject matter.37 In

---

Footnotes:


particular, the Supreme Court has held that “laws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract ideas” are not eligible for patenting under § 101. In recent decisions, this eligibility limit has been held to prevent patenting of isolated human genetic sequences, diagnostic test correlations, financial investment strategies, and computerized methods for financial transactions.

Discontent and uncertainty over these decisions limiting the patent eligibility of a variety of technologies led to calls for legislation to revise § 101, ultimately resulting in the Intellectual Property Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee holding a series of hearings on the subject. Much of the criticism of § 101 related to the diagnostic testing and life sciences sector, but because one of the Supreme Court’s decisions related to the eligibility of computer software, many commentators feared that the patent eligibility bar had been set too high for emerging computer technologies such as artificial intelligence.

It was this criticism of § 101’s impact on artificial intelligence and other computer technologies that gave rise to arguments about national security: Those calling for amending the patent eligibility requirements contended that if Congress did not amend § 101, then the United States would fall behind in

---

44 See, e.g., Ariosa Diagnostics, Inc. v. Sequenom, Inc., 809 F.3d 1282, 1285 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (denial of rehearing en banc) (Lourie, J., concurring) (“It is said that the whole category of diagnostic claims is at risk. It is also said that a crisis of patent law and medical innovation may be upon us, and there seems to be some truth in that concern.”); Warren D. Woessner & Robin A. Chadwick, Section 101: What’s Left to Patent in the Life Sciences after Myriad, Mayo, and Alice, 101 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. SOC’Y 121, 158–59 (2019).
45 See Alice, 134 S. Ct. at 2359–60.
security-sensitive technologies. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Director Andrei Iancu, for example, has remarked that the United States is “in a globally-competitive innovation race,” so “to maintain our technological leadership,” the nation “must be careful not to decide that the automation that is at the heart of the technologies of the future is somehow not eligible for patenting.”

Former Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office David Kappos has been particularly vocal on the tie between patent eligibility and national security. In congressional testimony, he has argued that the Supreme Court’s eligibility jurisprudence “poses not only a threat to our global economic leadership, but also to our national security,” citing artificial intelligence, quantum computing, and 5G as examples. Kappos’s testimony before the Subcommittee on Intellectual Property similarly remarked that the “current constricted approach to Section 101 is undermining investment in technologies Congress and the Administration consider critical to national security,” citing to data suggesting that the United States had rejected patent applications under § 101 that had been allowed for patenting in China and Europe. (The accuracy of that data has been questioned.)

To be sure, national security appears to be just a talking point with respect to patent eligibility, rather than the motivating factor for any patent policy reform. But national security is a powerful talking point, and its

---


48 Iancu, supra note 46, at 13.


51 The data set, collected by Kappos and Robert Sachs, was analyzed in Kevin Madigan & Adam Mossoff, Turning Told Into Lead: How Patent Eligibility Doctrine Is Undermining U.S. Leadership in Innovation, 24 GEO. MASON L. REV. 939, 941 n.10 (2017). However, of the exemplary patents discussed in that article, see id. at 957–58 fig.4, a subsequent analysis found that only one was rejected solely under § 101, and three were not facing a § 101 rejection at all. See Josh Landau, “Gold Into Lead” Article Focuses on Pyrite Patents, PAT. PROGRESS (June 13, 2018), https://www.patentprogress.org/2018/06/12/gold-into-lead-article-focuses-on-pyrite-patents/.

52 Cf. MAROUF HASIAN JR. ET AL., THE RHETORICAL INVENTION OF AMERICA’S NATIONAL SECURITY STATE 5 (2015) (“The formation and maintenance of America’s national security state needs to be viewed as a rhetorical accomplishment, something that involves the active participation of everyone from the president, to military members, to Hollywood directors, and many more in between.”).
appearance in dialogues over patent policy suggests a need for careful thought about how exactly patent policy and national security intersect.

C. Qualcomm

Among the instances where patent policy has intersected with national security concerns, one name repeatedly appears: Qualcomm Inc., a San Diego–based semiconductor design firm. The company itself may not be a household name, but its products are in practically every household, with between 43% and 52% market share in the baseband processor chips found in every cell phone.53 Commentators have raised national security in the context of Qualcomm on too many occasions to count, but at least three specific policy actions brought the issue to the fore.

1. The Broadcom Takeover Attempt

In late 2017, Singapore-based Broadcom Ltd. announced its intention to buy out Qualcomm for $105 billion.54 Being a foreign acquisition of a U.S. firm, review of the proposed transaction fell to the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, or CFIUS, an interagency committee of the federal government.55 CFIUS ultimately recommended against Broadcom’s acquisition attempt, and President Trump ratified that decision in an order prohibiting the acquisition.56

Although the takeover itself did not necessarily implicate either patents or national security, CFIUS deigned to make it so. In its letter opposing the acquisition, CFIUS began by describing Qualcomm as a “global leader in the development and commercialization of foundational technologies” for mobile communications.57 Qualcomm’s “dominant role” offered “significant

confidence” with respect to national security, according to CFIUS. Going on to note that “Qualcomm’s current business model is based upon licensing of patented Qualcomm technologies,” CFIUS concluded that any changes to that patent licensing model “could result in a weakening of Qualcomm’s technological leadership in a manner that is detrimental to U.S. national security.”

Put another way, national security depends, in CFIUS’s view, on Qualcomm’s patent licensing business remaining undisturbed. Indeed, practitioners noted the unusual nature of this CFIUS action: “While CFIUS and the president have rejected numerous deals in the past based on the acquisition of intelligence capabilities or sensitive technology by a foreign buyer, this is the first deal rejected by a president based squarely on the market role and competitiveness of the U.S. company.” Others have said that the decision “canonized the San Diego company as a sort of national champion.” This remarkable turn of events shows how patents, competition policy, and national security can unexpectedly cross paths.

2. The International Trade Commission

In 2017, Apple Inc. filed suit against Qualcomm on the grounds of anticompetitive behavior. In response, Qualcomm brought multiple actions against Apple for patent infringement, including two actions before the U.S. International Trade Commission, or ITC, a federal trade agency that has the power to exclude importation of products deemed to infringe patents.

Again, although national security was not the issue before the agency, it nevertheless became a paramount concern in the ITC. Prior to issuing an exclusion order that would prevent importation of products deemed to infringe patents, the former investigation concluded with a finding of no infringement, see In re Certain Mobile Elec. Devices, 84 Fed. Reg. 12292 (Int’l Trade Comm’n Apr. 1, 2019); the latter settled, see In re Certain Mobile Elec. Devices, 84 Fed. Reg. 44330 (Int’l Trade Comm’n Aug. 23, 2019). See generally Shara Tibken, Apple and Qualcomm Settle Licensing Dispute Amid Trial’s Opening Arguments, CNET (Apr. 16, 2019), https://www.cnet.com/news/apple-and-qualcomm-settle-licensing-dispute-during-opening-arguments/ (describing other litigation between Apple and Qualcomm).
a patent, the ITC must weigh whether exclusion would be in the “public interest,” based on a list of four statutory factors. At the time, the ITC judge found, Qualcomm and Intel were the only two market suppliers of “premium baseband chip sets,” the component that smartphones use to communicate with cell towers. Furthermore, Intel was found to be likely to exit the premium baseband chip market if the ITC were to issue an exclusion order against Apple. Applying a straightforward “[two suppliers are] better than one monopolist” theory of market competition, the administrative law judge found that an exclusion order that would have the effect of strangling Intel’s whole market share would leave the United States undercompetitive in 5G technology—a risk to “the preservation of a strong U.S. presence in the development of 5G and thus the national security of the United States.”

The ITC granted review of the administrative law judge’s determination and invited public comment on the public interest question, which sparked a wave of debate over patents and national security. Supporters of the decision (of which this Article’s author was one) largely agreed with the administrative law judge’s findings. Critics of the decision, on the other hand, followed a line similar to CFIUS’s reasoning, contending that because Qualcomm was the dominant U.S. firm, any harm to its status as leader (e.g., competition from Intel) would diminish America’s 5G capacity and thus harm national

64 The statutory factors are “the public health and welfare, competitive conditions in the United States economy, the production of like or directly competitive articles in the United States, and United States consumers.” Tariff Act of 1930 § 337(d)(1), 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (2018) (as amended); see Colleen V. Chien & Mark A. Lemley, Patent Holdup, the ITC, and the Public Interest, 98 CORNELL L. REV. 1, 19–28 (2012) (discussing ITC’s application of the public interest factors).


66 See id. at 190.

67 See id. at 191.

68 See id. at 192.

69 See id. at 195.


Although the ITC ultimately decided the investigation on other grounds and Qualcomm settled with Apple shortly thereafter, the ITC had flushed out a vigorous debate over how patent policy and competition affect national security.

3. The Federal Trade Commission

Apple was not the only one to charge Qualcomm with anticompetitive behavior: A spate of foreign competition agencies had charged Qualcomm with demanding excessive royalties in violation of competition laws across the mid-2010s. In 2017, their American counterpart, the Federal Trade Commission, followed suit by bringing an action against Qualcomm in the Northern District of California for violations of the Sherman and FTC Acts. The premise of Federal Trade Commission v. Qualcomm Inc. ("FTC v. Qualcomm") was reasonably straightforward: Qualcomm held a market-dominant position over certain mobile communications chips, and it leveraged that monopoly to overcharge phone manufacturers for patent licenses through a “no license—no chips” policy under which Qualcomm would refuse to sell chips without first reaching a licensing deal on a bundle of patents.

Yet again, national security was not an issue in the district court litigation; “national security” is not mentioned once in the district court’s 233-page findings of fact and conclusions of law. Once the trial had completed in the FTC’s favor, however, national security did come to the fore. After an appeal had been docketed in the Ninth Circuit, Qualcomm moved for a stay of

---

72 See, e.g., James Edwards, ITC’s Chance to Restore Reason and the Public Interest in the Qualcomm v. Apple Case, IPWATCHDOG (Nov. 8, 2018), https://www.ipwatchdog.com/2018/11/08/itcs-chance-to-restore-reason-and-the-public-interest-in-the-qualcomm-apple-case/id=103078/ (citing CFIUS Letter, supra note 57). The other argument that these critics raised was that application of the public interest to deny an exclusion order “is tantamount to abrogating the rule of law,” on the theory that the statute requires exclusion as a remedy to patent infringement. Id. That reasoning is puzzling given that statute specifically names the public interest factors as reasons why “articles should not be excluded from entry.” Tariff Act of 1930 § 337(d)(1), 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (2018) (as amended).


enforcement of the district court judgment, supporting Qualcomm’s motion was a statement of interest from the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice. The statement of interest itself came as no surprise given DOJ’s repeated criticisms of the application of antitrust law to patent holders. But what was unusual was the inclusion of two declarations from officials at the Department of Energy and the Department of Defense. Both essentially recited the same argument: Qualcomm, being the dominant firm in certain markets, was a provider of chips to both departments, and both expressed concern that “it would be impossible to replace Qualcomm’s critical role in 5G technology in the short-term,” so “[a]ny measure that inappropriately reduces Qualcomm’s revenue substantially . . . could harm national security.”

In granting Qualcomm’s motion, the Ninth Circuit was apparently swayed by these national security arguments. Citing to the DOD and DOE declarations, the motions panel contemplated the possibility “that the injunction threatens national security.” While the panel did not indicate whether it agreed with the agencies’ positions, it did find the fact that “the government itself is divided about the propriety of the judgment and its impact on the public interest” sufficient to grant the motion to stay execution.

Qualcomm’s pre-argument motion was not the last word on national security in the case. Responding to and criticizing the contentions of the Department of Justice and its supporting agencies, former Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff explained in an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal that “the view that a single manufacturer of a product critical national defense should be, in effect, protected from competition” could be “catastrophic” for national security. And at oral argument, the Ninth Circuit panel questioned the attorney for the Department of Justice extensively on the

---

79 See United States’ Statement of Interest Concerning Qualcomm’s Motion for Partial Stay of Injunction Pending Appeal, Qualcomm, No. 19-16122 (July 16, 2019), Doc. No. 25.
81 See Declaration of Department of Energy Chief Information Officer Max Everett, Qualcomm, No. 19-16122 (July 16, 2019), Doc. No. 25-3 [hereinafter DOE Declaration].
82 See Declaration of Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment Ellen M. Lord, Qualcomm, No. 19-16122 (July 16, 2019), Doc. No. 25-2 [hereinafter DOD Declaration].
83 Id. ¶ 16, at 7; see DOE Declaration, supra note 81, ¶ 10, at 6.
84 Id. ¶ 6, at 7; see DOD Declaration, supra note 82, ¶ 10, at 6.
85 Id.
merits of the Department’s national security argument, expressing skepticism where the Department “ha[d]n’t offered any market analysis or financial evidence that the injunction would actually harm national security.”\textsuperscript{87} The \textit{FTC v. Qualcomm} case thus presents a clash of different perspectives on how patents and competition policy affect national security.

\textit{D. Verizon and Huawei}

It is difficult to discuss national security and technology policy without mentioning the Chinese telecommunications manufacturer Huawei Technologies.\textsuperscript{88} Recent events relating to that company also illuminate the interactions between patents and national security.

Huawei has been a constant focus for national security. As noted above, the company is one of China’s “national champions” receiving substantial resources and assistance from the Chinese government.\textsuperscript{89} That relationship has led national security experts to raise concerns about whether China can leverage Huawei mobile communications infrastructure equipment for espionage or surveillance purposes, by installing covert backdoors in software for example.\textsuperscript{90} The U.S. Department of Commerce has placed Huawei on its “entity list,” restricting American firms’ ability to do business with Huawei;\textsuperscript{91} the company has also been accused of industrial espionage, along the lines of the “IP theft” issues discussed above.\textsuperscript{92}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext{88}{The company has its own tag on the national security policy blog Lawfare, with approximately thirty-five entries between February 2018 and February 2020. See \textit{Huawei – Tags, LAWFARE}, https://www.lawfareblog.com/tagged/huawei (last visited Apr. 26, 2020). By contrast, during the same time period, there have been only fifteen entries on that blog tagged for encryption, another major national security policy issue. See \textit{Encryption – Tags, LAWFARE}, https://www.lawfareblog.com/tagged/encryption (last visited Apr. 26, 2020).}
\footnotetext{89}{See Nakashima, supra note 34 and accompanying text.}
\end{footnotes}
As a telecommunications firm, Huawei also is a substantial player in patents. For 5G technology, Huawei leads in the number of patent families declared as essential to the 5G standard, with 3,325 declared families of which 1,337 have at least one granted patent. The company reportedly holds 56,492 active patents worldwide overall, and has already engaged in high-stakes patent litigation worldwide.

Huawei’s patent capabilities notably reached American shores in June 2019, when the company initiated demands that Verizon Communications take licenses to over 200 Huawei patents. Negotiations escalated over the following months, until Huawei filed suit against Verizon in early 2020. Huawei was reportedly seeking “more than $1 billion” in royalties. Following months, until Huawei filed suit against Verizon in early 2020.

As a telecommunications firm, Huawei also is a substantial player in technology patents source Tex. Feb. 5, 2020), 2020 WL 592355.


Though national security has not so far been the main focus of the Verizon–Huawei patent dispute, that dispute adds an important dimension to the relationship between patents and national security. The arguments in discourse over Qualcomm and Chinese technological races have focused on how patent protection affects American firms’ activities with respect to national security—whether patents or competition will better encourage American companies to innovate more, for example. But Huawei’s assertion of patents suggests that patent protection enables foreign firms to affect national security. If foreign companies are able to tie up American firms in years of patent litigation, then the diversion of domestic resources from research and development to legal disputes may interfere with success in technology races for AI and telecommunications. Since international agreements prevent the United States from discriminating between domestic and foreign inventors with respect to patents, the possibility that patents could serve as a tool for foreign competitors to harass American firms is something that national security experts need to consider carefully.

II. PATENTS AND NATIONAL SECURITY IN HISTORY

While current disputes have brought attention to the interplay between patents and national security, they are not the first time those areas have crossed paths. On multiple occasions throughout history, patent licensing has intersected with national security. In particular, considered below are examples of those intersections that illustrate how aggressive use of patents has left the United States ill-prepared to face contemporary threats. These examples contain important lessons about the relationship among patents, competition, and national security.

To be sure, patents are important incentives for innovation that drive the development of new technologies including those that better protect Americans, and patent-holding inventors are due reasonable compensation for their inventive work. The problems have arisen not from the mere existence
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of patents, but from their owners’ decisions to leverage them to extract as much private value as possible without concern for public consequences.

A. Pre-World War I Torpedo Development

The development of the torpedo offers a useful example for the present study because it shows the dangers of the United States being dependent on a single monopoly producer of critical technology.

At the start of the 20th century, it was apparent that naval supremacy was contingent on torpedoes. A 1903 U.S. Naval War College conference report concluded, based on simulations of U.S.–German naval battles, that torpedoes “turn the scale of battle in their favor in a most decided manner” and recommended arming ships with them.106 This jolted the Navy’s Bureau of Ordnance into accelerating its torpedo development work, and in particular forming a public–private partnership in 1904 with the E.W. Bliss Company and its engineer Frank M. Leavitt to develop and manufacture the then-experimental Bliss–Leavitt torpedo.107

Unfortunately, “what was commercially valuable for the Bliss Company was not necessarily militarily valuable for the Navy,” and patent licensing became a focal point of that misalignment.108 The Bliss Company was a licensee of key patents on the superheater, a technology for torpedo propulsion.109 Bliss negotiated with the government to license those patents from 1905 through 1912, ultimately dragging the government into litigation through 1920.110 Nor was the government blameless: It sought its own patent on torpedo stabilization, which further bungled the relationship between Bliss and the government.111

Two problems arose, at least in part because of this patent infighting between Bliss and the government. The decades of litigation likely consumed resources from both sides that could otherwise have been put to innovation.112 Moreover, the patent disputes reflected a larger campaign on the part of Bliss to monopolize the torpedo market at the expense of the U.S. government. In 1906, Bureau head N.E. Mason wrote that “the Bureau has been handicapped by the knowledge that, due to the monopoly held by the company, the Bureau would have to accept the terms offered or get no torpedoes. The Bureau has become convinced that a belief in the helplessness of the Government has

107 See id. at 69–70.
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112 See Bliss I, 248 U.S. at 40; Bliss II, 253 U.S. at 189–90.
influenced the E. W. Bliss Company in its prices, deliveries and workmanship.”

Dependence on an exclusive domestic torpedo innovator would have consequences. Bliss ultimately failed to deliver on its promises for the Bliss–Leavitt torpedo and, by 1907, had to ask the Bureau to reduce the performance minimums in the contract. Mark Bristol of the Naval Torpedo Station connected that failure to the Bliss Company’s efforts at monopolization, lecturing in 1909 that company’s “‘get rich quick’ scheme” had left it “failing to improve the turbine” such that “the Bliss–Leavitt torpedo today is inferior to the Whitehead,” its foreign competitor with close ties to the Austro-Hungarian Empire. His observation is consistent with the general trend of dominant market power diminishing incentives to innovate.

With Bliss unable to make torpedoes up to spec, the Bureau in 1907 found itself forced to turn to those Austrian Whitehead torpedoes, first purchasing them and then licensing the rights to manufacture. Thus, on the eve of World War I, the U.S. Navy was “scarcely equipped to enter the war” and indeed dependent on war technology sourced from an empire that would soon be an enemy.

Besides showing how patent posturing can affect national security, the Bliss–Leavitt torpedo debacle highlights the dangers of American dependence on single-firm supply. In a current environment where the United States government concedes its own dependence on monopoly suppliers such as Qualcomm for security-critical technologies, it should be alarming that a century ago, monopoly in also-critical torpedo technology nearly sunk the Navy.
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B. Aviation and the Wright Brothers

On the eve of World War I, the United States stood at a stark disadvantage to Europe in the air: The government in 1913 held 6 military airplanes to France’s 266, and a federal official lamented that the country had fallen “from first place to last of all the great nations in the air.” The root cause of this deficiency was again aggressive patent licensing, in this case instigated by no less than Orville and Wilbur Wright.

The Wright brothers are famous for solving the key lateral-roll problem of aviation, they are infamous for aggressively litigating the resulting patent. Throughout the early 1900s, the Wrights filed multiple suits against their main competitor, airplane manufacturer Glenn Curtiss, in what the newspapers termed the “patent wars.” They also sued foreign aviators at American exhibitions, often springing the lawsuits unexpectedly on the aviators or show exhibitors immediately after the shows.

How did airplane patent litigation contribute to America’s technological lag? The conventional theory is that the Wrights’ patent licensing demands dissuaded American firms from investing in aviation technology, but a handful of dissenting historians reply that substantial investment in aviation was occurring in the United States. Evaluating this disagreement is not straightforward. The dissenters are correct that there was not a total industry holdup, but it is unclear whether investment was nevertheless depressed or was falling behind Europe, where for a variety of reasons patent litigation was
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not as prevalent.126 Furthermore, there is disagreement as to whether the demanded royalties were “almost confiscatory”127 or not.128 It is perhaps notable, though, that the demanded royalty is strikingly like Qualcomm’s: The Wright–Martin company demanded 5–10% on gross receipts (not net profits) of finished products (not the smallest salable patent-practicing unit) on all airplane-related products (not just those using the patent) including accessories, instruments, training school tuition, and flight show tickets.129

A better explanation of the Wrights’ impact on aviation innovation is found in the economic theory of “knowledge spillovers.” Economists posit that much innovation in and across industries occurs when researchers are in close proximity with each other, such that knowledge can informally “spill over” within the community and particularly within countries.130 The spillover effect is most prominent when the community contains a diversity of innovators, such that “local competition promotes growth.”131

In view of this economic theory, it becomes apparent that a driving cause of the lack of aviation innovation in the United States was a lack of knowledge spillovers stemming from the Wrights’ patent litigation. The result of their suing foreign aviators and enjoining aviation exhibitions was that “all the foreign aviators of note have assured that they will not sign contracts to appear” in the United States while litigation was pending.132 And the ongoing, bitter litigation between Curtiss and the Wrights meant that two of the most powerful American innovators were essentially out of commission for years.133 Without a robust influx of experts and technologists, innovation could not occur in the United States at the same rate as in Europe, which by 1910 had outstripped the United States in airplane motor and wing design.134 Thus, “the Wrights virtually isolated American aviation from knowledge of rapid European improvement of airplane design and manufacture.”135
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Indeed, even one of the dissenting historians appears to support this knowledge spillover issue. “Strenuous competition between a relatively large number of designers and aviators in Europe,” Dr. Tom D. Crouch explains, “led to the exploration of a wide range of configurations, the use of new materials, and improved control systems and power plants.”136 By contrast, American aviators “had not been tested under the constant pressure to fly higher, faster and farther against a wide range of competitors,” leaving them and American airplane manufacturers “largely committed to the original configuration of the Wright airplane” and with “little incentive to change.”137 Crouch concludes that the greater prevalence of air shows and exhibitions in Europe drove this competitive pressure toward innovation,138 but overlooks the fact that the dearth of air shows in the United States was a direct result of patent litigation.

This knowledge spillover problem should cast a long shadow over patent policy. The lesson of the early aviation industry is that a dominant market position, in combination with aggressive patent licensing that keeps a whole industry under the patent holder’s thumb, can deny the United States the advantage of innovative collaborations and knowledge spillovers. Given the extensive control that a handful of patent-holding firms exert over the mobile telecommunications market,139 one might anticipate parallel consequences in that industry today. And indeed, Qualcomm’s patent litigation arguably contributed to the loss of a key American 5G innovator, Intel.140 Allowing market concentration to clog the knowledge spillover pathway to innovation could thus deny American superiority in key technologies now, just as it did a century ago.

C. Bioterrorism in the Wake of September 11

Aggressive patent licensing imperiled national security again in 2001 by jeopardizing the ability of the United States to protect the public from threats of bioterrorism. In the wake of the September 11 attacks, there was an immediate and credible threat of a mass attack of weaponized anthrax immune to traditional antibiotics.141 Defending against this threat required a stockpile of treatments ready to deploy in cities of millions blanketed with airborne
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anthrax spores. At the time, only one treatment was approved to treat anthrax: ciprofloxacin, or Cipro, an antibiotic manufactured—and patented—by the pharmaceutical firm Bayer AG.

Two problems arose out of Bayer’s patent. First, Bayer’s prices for the drug were exceptionally high—35 times the cost of identical generics. Second and more problematic was Bayer’s own production capacity. The government estimated it would need a stockpile of 60 days’ treatment for 12 million people. Generic manufacturers estimated they could fill that need in 3 months, but Bayer determined that its own factories would require “20 months, working 24 hours a day” to fulfill the requisition. Nevertheless, Bayer refused to permit generics to manufacture the drug.

Bayer’s stance left the Bush administration torn between honoring the company’s patent and readying for a mass anthrax disaster. On the one hand, the government could have invoked its powers under 28 U.S.C. § 1498 to allow generic entry at the cost of “reasonable and entire compensation.” But “breaking” Bayer’s patents would have been globally hypocritical in light of the government’s arguments that South Africa could not do the same to patents on AIDS treatments. On the other hand, it would have been no less hypocritical for the government to leave the American public unprotected, especially given that it had been giving Cipro to White House staff as of September 11.

The Health and Human Services Department initially avoided invoking § 1498, hoping to negotiate a deal between Bayer and the generic manufacturers. But as political pressure mounted, HHS changed course and prepared to call for legislation circumventing Bayer’s patent, forcing Bayer
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into a concession of selling Cipro to the government at a fire-sale 50% discount.\textsuperscript{151} Though HHS denied doing so in its public comments, Bayer’s subsequent investor statements suggest that HHS did leverage its § 1498 powers to induce the deal.\textsuperscript{152}

Throughout and after this patent squabble, Bayer and its supporters contended that the high patent-based prices for Cipro were necessary innovation incentives, not a profit-maximizing overcharge at the expense of the public.\textsuperscript{153} Subsequent facts would point in a different direction. Two years later, in 2003, Bayer would plead guilty to Medicaid fraud and pay a $257 million fine for a five-year-long scheme of overcharging the government for Cipro.\textsuperscript{154}

III. COMPETITION AND CYBERSECURITY

In addition to the historical review done so far, another approach to understanding the relationship among patents, competition, and national security is to consider the role of cybersecurity. There is little doubt that computer system vulnerabilities that enable hacking and spread of computer exploits are a threat to the nation’s defenses, so better cybersecurity is a key part of national security strategy.\textsuperscript{155}

Strong competition can thus complement national security by enhancing domestic cybersecurity, and patent assertion that unduly weakens competition
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Competition promotes better cybersecurity in at least two ways. First, multiple studies show that competition encourages firms to improve their products on multiple vectors including cybersecurity. Second, competition avoids a situation that security experts call a “monoculture,” which increases vulnerability to severe cyberattacks. As former Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff wrote recently, “We need competition and multiple providers, not a potentially vulnerable technological monoculture,” to guarantee national security. Thus, cybersecurity provides a useful lens for understanding how unfettered patent assertion and licensing can detract from national security.

A. Cybersecurity as Competitive Value-Add

Competition enhances national security by reducing the incidence of technical vulnerabilities. That effect is especially important for security-sensitive systems such as mobile telecommunications.

Intuitively, a causal chain from competition to cybersecurity makes logical sense. Computer security is a value-added benefit to consumers, so firms in competitive markets are likely to use security to gain an edge over their competitors. In monopolized markets, though, there may be less external impetus to test products for flaws, and the monopolist may choose to focus less on security and more on new product features or increased product quality.

Economic research confirms these hypotheses about competition leading to better cybersecurity. A 2009 empirical study of web browsers considered the impact of market concentration on the amount of time that vendors took to fix security vulnerabilities as they were discovered. The study found that the presence of more competitors correlated with faster cybersecurity response—a reduction of 8–10 days in response time per additional market rival. Similarly, business researchers in 2005 modeled incentives for firms to engage in sharing of cybersecurity information, and concluded that the “inclination to share information and invest in security technologies increases
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as the degree of competitiveness in an industry increases.\textsuperscript{161} Another study found that, where two software firms are in competition, at least one will be willing to take on some degree of risk and responsibility for cybersecurity, whereas a monopoly software firm will consistently fail to accept such responsibility.\textsuperscript{162} To be sure, an unpublished study from 2017 found that some market concentration can make firms more responsive to cybersecurity issues, but only to a point: “being in a dominant position reduces the positive effect of having less competitors on the responsiveness of the vendor,” and indeed the “more dominant the firm is, the less rapid it is in releasing security patches.”\textsuperscript{163} This research confirms that competition is more conducive to cybersecurity.

It is not hard to see how this applies to emerging communication technologies markets. In the absence of competition, the above research suggests that device manufacturers, chip makers, and software developers will lack incentives to respond to vulnerabilities, to share information about cybersecurity practices and issues, and to take responsibility for security matters. Mobile phone chips have had their share of cybersecurity failures already.\textsuperscript{164} The best way to flush out ongoing and future cybersecurity issues is to maintain competitive pressure at all levels of the supply chain.

\textbf{B. Vulnerabilities of “Monocultures”}

A second reason why monopoly undermines cybersecurity is that monopoly leads to a “monoculture” of single-vendor products, opening the door to massive systemic failure in the case of a cyberattack. Computer researchers developed the theory of software monocultures in the early 2000s, in response to the regular phenomenon of computer viruses and other attacks spreading rapidly by exploiting flaws in the dominant operating system at the time, Microsoft Windows.\textsuperscript{165} Where a computer system such as Windows has a commanding share of users, a virus that exploits a flaw in that system can
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quickly spread to infect a whole interconnected ecosystem. An operating system monopoly thus enables fast and easy spread of cyberattacks, and better cybersecurity would be achieved through greater diversity in online systems. As one research group posited, "a network architecture that supports a collection of heterogeneous network elements for the same functional capability offers a greater possibility of surviving security attacks as compared to homogeneous networks."

There has been considerable study of the theory that computer monocultures are naturally more vulnerable to attacks. In one study, computer science researchers reviewed a catalog of 6,340 software vulnerabilities recorded in 2007, to compare whether comparable software would share the same flaws. Of the 2,627 vulnerabilities applicable to application software (as opposed to operating systems, web scripts, and other software components), only 29 (1.1%) applied to substitute products from different vendors but providing the same functionality. By contrast, different versions of a single software product were found to share vulnerabilities 84.7% of the time. Thus, software monocultures share exploitable flaws even when there is some variation in versions across the monoculture; by contrast, diversity in software is almost guaranteed to prevent a single flaw from affecting all users.

In the case of 5G and wireless mobile communications, a monoculture is an especially concerning possibility. To the extent that systems such as smart city sensors or communication networks are widely deployed in a monoculture fashion, a widespread attack could have devastating consequences, potentially blacking out a region and affecting essential services such as 911. A monoculture that is vulnerable to so-called “rootkits” or “backdoors”—maliciously installed software that enable bad actors to commandeer systems—could also enable mass surveillance or spying by private hackers or foreign governments. The presence of systems from multiple vendors would mitigate these possibilities.
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The monoculture theory is not without critics, but a review of those criticisms shows them to be inapplicable to contemporary communication technologies. Some critics suggest that software diversity imposes unwarranted costs on firms who must forego economies of scale and devise seemingly duplicative yet different setups of computer systems. But those concerns largely focus on the situation where a single firm produces and manages heterogeneous systems, concerns that are avoided where heterogeneity arises naturally through competition between two unrelated firms. Critics also argue that technological measures can create “artificial diversity” through automated randomization of software code, so software engineers can purportedly solve monoculture issues and device users need not worry about the issue. But even these critics acknowledge that artificial diversity techniques are often insufficient because they must make assumptions about what aspects of the technology are most vulnerable to attack, and they concede that artificial diversity cannot stop attacks involving operation of legitimate software functions in undesirable ways (sending spam emails or deleting document files, for example).

It is widely recognized that a monoculture is unavoidable in at least one respect: Most connected devices will need to conform to technical standards. 5G, for example, is a technical standard developed by a private industry consortium called 3GPP. A flaw in any such standard would render all mobile devices implementing the standard vulnerable to an identical attack. Avoiding these sorts of systemic flaws in standards requires rigorous development, analysis, and testing of the standard in the development process, which in turn requires ensuring that as many firms as possible, especially firms that share basic American values, are involved in the development of those standards. Thus, the necessary standardization of information and communication technologies is perhaps the most important reason why a
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competitive communication technology market is essential to cybersecurity and national security.

IV. LESSONS AND POLICY DIRECTIONS

The above discussion shows that patent protection can have mixed effects on national security: On the one hand, patents can encourage innovation that ensures domestic technological leadership and produces useful security-protective technologies; on the other hand, patents can stifle innovation-producing and cybersecurity-enhancing competition and can stymie the government’s own ability to achieve national security goals. To navigate the complex effects of patent policy on national security, policymakers may consider the following recommendations as guideposts.

A. Anticompetitive Patent Licensing

An area of particular concern should be the use of patents and patent licensing strategies to diminish competition or put up roadblocks to new entrants. Policymakers should certainly not support these abuses of the patent system, and indeed should take steps to prevent them.

In the mobile communications space, patent licensing already plays an outsized role. There are reportedly between 250,000\(^{181}\) and 314,000\(^{182}\) patents on the smartphone alone, and litigation over cell phone technologies has lasted decades by now. Patents will thus inevitably have an impact on technologies like 5G or the Internet of Things, so the question is what that impact will be.

Patents are supposed to encourage innovation, but research finds that patents alone will not do so; competition is another requirement. A 2015 study considered the impact of competition policy and patent strength on innovation among European firms, measured in terms of research and development spending.\(^{183}\) Initially, the study compared firms in countries with strong patent laws against those in countries with weaker patent laws, and found that patent protection has “no effect on R&D intensity,” a conclusion consistent with multiple other studies.\(^{184}\) However, the study found that when a major
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competition reform went into effect, strong-patent countries enjoyed a boost in innovation greater than that experienced in weak-patent countries. In other words, strong patent protection is complementary to strong competition; the former does not promote innovation without the latter. The practical import of this research is that patent protection is beneficial up to a point, but to the extent that patents—or, more commonly, legal strategies involving patents—overreach to suppress competition, that overreach should be cause for concern.

Yet today, strategic patent behavior contrary to competition is prevalent. The Federal Trade Commission’s ongoing lawsuit against mobile phone chip manufacturer Qualcomm, for example, challenges Qualcomm’s practice of refusing to sell chips to any phone manufacturer who does not first pay a hefty sum for patent licenses—even if the manufacturer does not actually have need for all those licenses. To the extent that Qualcomm’s “no license, no chips” practice is in fact anticompetitive—that is what the courts overseeing the case will decide—monopolization of that market could substantially harm cybersecurity for the reasons noted above. The company’s about-50% market share in the advanced mobile chip market means that there is a virtual monoculture of Qualcomm chips already, and there are ongoing concerns about security vulnerabilities in those chips. It is thus puzzling that some have opposed the FTC litigation on the grounds that it is making the United States “less competitive in the global 5G arms race.” As one scholar explains, this rhetoric “smacks of ‘national champion’ thinking” and ultimately fails to ensure that “national security warnings are being balanced against competitive imperatives.”

With respect to emerging information technologies, policymakers should be concerned that a leading firm could undertake similar patent licensing strategies to control the market. Indeed, the district court in the Qualcomm litigation found that Nokia and Ericsson already “have imitated Qualcomm’s practice” because it is “more lucrative.”
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If patents end up being used systematically to suppress competition in undue ways, then policymakers will need to pay greater attention to the consequences of those uses of patents for national security, and likely take legislative steps to reduce anticompetitive uses of patents. History provides a guide for doing so. The legislative response to American inferiority in pre–World War I aviation was the creation of a federal patent pool backed by federal permission to condemn patents on aircraft, and the response to Bayer’s hardball licensing of Cipro was for the government to use hardball negotiations backed by § 1498.

B. Prizes, Grants, and Other Incentives for Innovation

Patents are not the only incentive for innovation: Government policy may also encourage innovation through a variety of means, including prizes for inventions, research grants, and tax subsidies. Each has its advantages and drawbacks: Patents offer theoretically market-based rewards but create perverse incentives due to monopoly rights; prizes and grants avoid anticompetitive opportunities but present moral hazard and valuation difficulties.

Despite the many tradeoffs among different forms of innovation incentives, much of the literature and most policymakers have tended to gravitate toward patents as the default tool of innovation policy.

The national security dimension of innovation in view of technological races, however, may suggest a need to alter that calculus. As seen above, patents can force a nation into dependence on a single supplier of critical technology, whether it be torpedoes, airplanes, or anthrax treatments. Prizes or grants that allow for immediate free-market competition on any resulting inventions may have the benefit of protecting the government and the public from that single-supplier dependence. As a result, policymakers may seek to
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divert innovators in security-sensitive technology fields away from patents by offering alternative rewards.

One difficulty is that because patent law generally applies uniformly to all types of technologies, it may be difficult to leverage patent law itself to discourage patenting of those technologies that are of particular relevance to national security. Nevertheless, the government may leverage a variety of approaches, such as open licensing requirements in grant agreements or prize awards, or creation of patent pools with predefined licensing commitments, to limit the likelihood that exclusive rights arise in technology areas of concern to national security.

C. Economic Protectionism Versus Enhanced Competition

The various recent instances of patents and national security discussed above have all carried at least some flavor of American competition against foreign nations, especially China. That places the patent–national security conversation well within the larger context of the Trump Administration’s general positions on economic nationalism and purported national security justifications for blocking foreign competitors. The Trump Administration has taken numerous actions to limit the entry of foreign investment and competition, often justifying those actions on national security grounds; examples include the blocking of the Broadcom–Qualcomm merger by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), the various proposed and implemented bans on use of technology products made by
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Chinese firms such as Huawei and ZTE, and the steel and aluminum tariffs.

As a general matter, there are questions of whether these border-closing measures are genuine protections from security threats or thinly veiled economic protectionism. Even putting those questions aside, though, one ought to be skeptical of the relevance of economic nationalism to patent policy for a simple reason: The benefits of patents do not accrue solely to American firms. The United States, as a signatory to the TRIPS Agreement, is obligated to make patent protection available to foreigners on equal terms. As the Verizon–Huawei patent dispute shows, foreign firms can use U.S. patents to interfere with domestic businesses. That seemingly reversed situation of foreign patent holders asserting American patents against American companies is likely to recur, especially given that foreign inventors receive a large share of currently issued patents: Chinese inventors received 11,241 U.S. patents in 2017, making it one of the top five patent recipient nations that year. If policymakers hope to protect national security through innovation policy, then, they ought to consider that patent protection can have the counterintuitive effect of enabling foreign companies to stymie American efforts.

D. Protecting the Government Itself: The 2018 NDAA

Besides protecting competition and the public at large from harmfully aggressive uses of patents, policymakers ought also to be concerned with protecting the government itself from aggressive patent licensing. One commonality among the three historical examples given earlier is that when

---
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the government itself is the buyer of patented technologies, it can easily become the victim of costly licensing schemes.

Indeed, Congress has recently recognized this need to protect the government in intellectual property licensing negotiations generally. Section 802 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2018 requires the Secretary of Defense to develop policy to ensure that government license negotiators “are aware of the rights afforded the Federal Government and contractors in intellectual property” and that they “fully consider and use all available techniques and best practices for acquiring or licensing intellectual property.” It further creates a “cadre” of IP experts to assist military departments on “financial analysis and valuation of intellectual property” and “communications and negotiations with contractors.”

Legislative history confirms that section 802 is intended to protect the government during licensing negotiations. The House report observes within the Department of Defense “varying knowledge of IP matters” and expresses concern that “inconsistency and lack of coordination disadvantages the Department” such that “the Department requires tools to improve its ability to negotiate with industry.” The conference report similarly characterizes the IP cadre as supporting Department staff to “develop their IP strategies and negotiate with industry.”

Subsequent developments are of the same effect. In a press briefing, Undersecretary of Defense Ellen M. Lord explained that the purpose of the IP cadre was to avoid “problems with intellectual property when we don’t clearly define what is owned by industry, and what will be owned by government.” Law firms specializing in government contracts describe section 802 as “designed to ensure that DoD does not leave rights on the table when it negotiates the scope of IP rights,” and even advise contractors to “beware” that section 802 “will make the DoD a more effective purchaser of IP.”

210 Id. §§ 802(b)(3)(C), (E).
213 Ellen M. Lord, Press Briefing on Acquisition Reform and Innovation (Aug. 26, 2019), https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Transcripts/Transcript/Article/1944326/undersecretary-of-defense-lord-holds-press-briefing-on-acquisition-reform-and-its. Undersecretary Lord’s response is notable because she limits the IP cadre to this domestic defensive task, rejecting the idea that the cadre has an “offensive” role in dealing with Chinese IP theft or such issues. See id. (question by Aaron Mehta, Defense News).
The 2018 NDAA demonstrates an ongoing concern that IP licensing can interfere with American national defense operations, and that policy solutions are necessary to resist aggressive licensing. It is perhaps unfortunate, then, that the Department of Defense concedes its vulnerability to a contractor’s patent licensing practices and indeed says that the government’s operations depend on that contractor’s patent licensing remaining untouched, at the same time that Congress has instructed the Department of Defense to negotiate forcefully against its contractors’ patent licensing practices. Both Congress and federal agencies such as the Department of Defense should continue to be aware of how intellectual property licensing practices can set back the government and thus set back national security, and push back rather than acquiesce in those licensing practices.

CONCLUSION

This article has looked at the recent policy conversations on patents and national security, and questioned a common line of reasoning in those conversations, namely an argument that increased patent protection will increase national security. Both historical evidence and modern research into cybersecurity offer reasons to dispute that argument. With regard to history, patents have on multiple notable occasions interfered with the U.S. government’s ability to prepare for war or protect the public from terrorism, leaving the government forced to take sometimes forceful measures to resist assertions of patent rights in the name of national security. With regard to cybersecurity, economic and computer science research suggests that robust competition enhances cybersecurity by giving technology firms market-based incentives to secure their products, and by preventing vulnerable monocultures from arising. Insofar as patents can suppress competition, patents can thus be in tension with cybersecurity and national security. Based on these identified tensions and historical predicaments, the article recommends that policymakers take steps to account for the nuanced relationship between patents and national security, and in particular focus on policies that enhance competition rather than imposing patents on technologies necessary to protecting the public.
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